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Anarchy increased between 1976 and
19W---bu t so did ejhics and serendipity.
Feminists ahnost doubled during the
same period, and sexism declined dra-
matically. As beef dipped, breastfeed-
ing and cannibalism increased. Both
constipation and diarrhea increased, as
did cancer and herpes. But anti-cancer
increased tenfold, and tumors fell off.
Promiscuity and erotica both increased,
but lust faded and sexuality sagged.
Things were looking up for evangeli.rts
and androgyny. Violence and terron”sm
both increased, but so did happines.r
and optimism, while backaches and
fathead~ became less numerous.

Has anarchy really increased? Have
instances of breastfeeding and cannibal-
ism actually risen? Only in the sense that
from 1976 to 1980, occurrences of these
words in the titles of articles indexed by
ISF increased. Increases in the occur-
rence of certain words, such as song and
To[kien, can be attributed at least in
part to the addition of the Arts & Hu-
ms nities Citation Index ‘“ to our prod-
uct line. I But it cannot be denied that
the vocabulary of science, like that of
any living language, is constantly chang-

ing. New words are coined to describe
new substances, improved processes, or
previously undiscovered phenomena,
while old words falf into disuse. Changes
in the activities of scientists are thus
reflected in the words they use-and in
the words they choose for the titles of
their articles.

In an essay published several years
ago, we examined the apparent shdts in

scientific interest that occurred between
1973 and 1976.2 We were able to do this
because 1S1 uses title words, as well as
other bibliographic descriptors, to index
each article added to our data base. We
can therefore systematically observe
and quantify changes in the activities of
scientists, based on the frequency of oc-
currence of the words they use.3 How
accurately this practice reflects scien-
tific activity has never been qualitatively
determined.

What makes the monitoring of the
ebb and flow within the language of
science possible is the Unique Word
Dictionary (UWD). The UWD is one of
several manual and computer quality-
control routines we use to verify each ti-
tle word before it becomes part of our
data base.d,s The UWD is a machine-
readable master list of correctly speIled
terms that have been certified as “real”
words, Real words are those that have
been verified as accurate and authentic
by our editors. It was the information in
the earlier essay, and the light it threw
on where science is taking us, that was
featured in an article by Dan Green-
berg in the Washington Post.6

Table 1 contains 196 terms and some
of their spelling variants, selected from
the UWD. To the right of each word is
listed its frequency of occurrence in ar-
ticle titles for the years 1973, 1976, 1979,
and 1980. Many of these words ap-
peared on a similar list in the previous
essay. If you look at that essay, you may
note the frequencies given in it do not
match the figures given in thk update,
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For example, backache was listed as the title are automatically compared
having occurred six times in 1973 and 14 with the words already contained in the
times in 1976 in the previous essay. But UWD. If any new word does not match
Table 1 of this essay shows that bac&ache a word already in the UWD, it is
occurred with a frequency of five and 14 “kicked out” for evaluation by our
times in 1973 and 1976, respectively. edhors. Many nonmatchmg words turn
The reason for the dtiference is that we out to be simple keying or spelling er-
have changed our procedures for com- rors, while a few, such as aganglionosis,
piling the UWD since 1976. The new are extant words that can be found in
methods give more accurate counts. standard reference works, but for one

Whenever a new article is added to reason or another have never before
our data base, the words appearing in found their way into the UWD.

Tabk 1: Selecfed words from 15P’s Unique Word Dictiona~ (UWD), which includes aff words used in the
titles of articles covered by ISI’S data base. Each words frequency of occurrence for 1973, 1976, 1979,
and 1980 k indicated. The speffing variants listed in parentheses behind each word occur separately in
the UWD, and are accompanied by their own unique frequency counts. For the purposes of this essay,
however, the freauency counts of these snelfine variants ha}e been combined with the count for the. . .-
main root. British spelfiigs have been Americanized.
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Many words, however, can be classi-
fied as valid only after our editors have
carefufly reviewed the article and the
context in which the word in question

appeared. H a word seems valid based
on this evaluation, and yet cannot be
found in any reference work and has
never before appeared in the UWD, it
can cautiously be labeled new. Eventu-

ally, every word that has been tagged
for further evaluation is either corrected
and eliminated, or verified and added to
the UWD.

Actually, the very name of the UWD
illustrates one of the processes by which
new words are sometimes coined. No
one here at 1S1 can remember who first
used the phrase “Unique Word Diction-



ary” to describe this particular comput-
er-generated word list. Yet today it is an
unquestioned part of ISI’S in-house jar-
gon. Apparently someone who worked
with the UWD when it was fwst gener-
ated coined the name, others began to
use it, and eventually UWD joined the
rest of the acronyms in ISI’S alphabet
soup.

In 1980, approximately 450,000 dif-
ferent terms were used in the titles of ar-
ticles we indexed. During 1979, the total
was 430,000. These figures compare
with the 1977 total of about 300,0(!0 dif-
ferent terms. However, most of the in-
crease over these years is due to spelling
variations and extant words that, as
mentioned earlier, never before ap-
peared in the UWD. We estimate that
only 500 to 1,000 words are newly
coined and used for the first time each
year.

Some new words are simply the result
of new or unusual combinations of
prefixes or suffixes with known roots,
and their meanings are usuafly self-evi-
dent, as in the word anti-Pa rkinsonian.
Other words are completely original and
more often than not, their precise
definitions are elusive without a proper
explanation. For example, ca[modulin is
formed by combining the caf- from
calcium with the modul- from modula-
tor, plus the word in, which is used to
signify a neutral chemical compound.
But the exact meaning of calmodulin—a
protein that acts as a receptor and inter-
mediary for calcium ions in the regula-
tion of numerous cellular activities7—
would probably escape the average
reader.

Another word in this category is hy-
bridomas, “artificially-created cells that
produce pure or ‘monoclinal’ anti-
bodies.”s The word did not occur at all
in either 1973 or 1976, but appeared 161
times in article titles in 1979, and 231
times in 1980. As Nicholas Wade ex-
plains, hybridomas produce “a constant
and uniform source of pure antibody,
instead of the usual mixture produced

by the immune system, [affording scien-
tists] a powerful research tool [that] can
be expected to provide quicker and
more accurate diagnoses of viruses,
bacteria, and cancer cells.”a

Other words that qualify as new con-
sist of combinations of famihar terms
that only make sense after you’ve been
told what they mean. Immunomicro-
spheres, for instance, are “specially
designed microscopic particles that
have antibodies or similar molecules
chemically bound to their surfaces. The
antibody-coated microsphere react in a
highly specific way with target cells,
viruses, or other antigenic agents. ”g On
the other hand, cosmogonic, which is in
the same category (although it certainly
cannot be called a new word), requires
no such elaborate explanation. It refers
to effects produced by cosmic rays.

Apart from words that occur for the
first time, such as choriogonadotropin,
dioctadecyl, endorphin, and enkepha-
lin, the UWD also includes already ex-
isting words that are being used in new
ways, whether alone or in combination
with other words. Of course, new uses
for old words probably cause more grief
for ISI’S indexing systems than the use
of idiomatic expressions. Actually,
idiomatic expressions are often less am-
biguous than the use of an old word in a
new way because the latter can be iden-
tified only by examining the context in
which the word appeared. For instance,
deciphering the idiomatic expression on
the beam is far less troublesome than
deciding whether the word beam refers
to a ray of light or one of the supporting
struts of a roof.

It should be kept in mind when ex-
amining Table 1 that the variation in the
frequency of certain words may welf be
the result of changes in IS1’s product
line, as well as the addition or deletion of
journal and non-journal material to our
data base. For example, non-journal ma-
terial, such as proceedings and books,
was added to the Science Citation In-
dex@ (SCP ) in 1977,10 and to the Social
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Sciences Citation Index@ (SSCP) in
1979.11 And since the previous essay, we
started publishing Current Contents@/
Arts & Humanities, 12,13as welf as the in-
dex to Scientific & Technical Proceed-
ings, I’1and the Index to Social Sciences
& Humanities Proceedings@. 15 Inciden-
tally, the high counts recorded in 1979
and 1980 for the term citation is self-
generated, since the UWD of course in-
cludes Current Contents.

Between 1973 and 1976, the number
of source articles in the 1S1 data base in-
creased by approximately 30 percent.
Between 1976 and 1979, the increase
was afmost 50 percent, from 615,000 ar-
ticles to 895,000. But in 1980, the in-
crease was just 100,000 articles, or
about ten percent. Since the size of the
data base grows every year, affecting
the frequency of many words, we chose
to include in our survey mainly those
words whose frequencies changed by 50
percent or more over the period be-
tween 1976 and 1980, though we have
also included other words of special in-
terest, whose frequencies did not
change much, if at all,

It is difficult, however, to assess the
impact of data base changes for every
word because of uncertainty surround-
ing the use of particular words. Such a
word is horseradish, which jumped from
no occurrences in 1973 to 76 in 1976,
119 in 1979, and 149 in 1980. We strong-
ly suspect that this rise reflects an in-
crease in the use of the compound
horseradish peroxidase, which is a kind
of stain used in microscopic research.
But without actual examination of all
the literature in which the word horse-
radish appears, we cannot be certain
that it—or any other word, for that mat-
ter—is always being used in a way we
would expect. Horseradish might just as
easily refer to the horseradish flea bee-
tle, Phyllotreta armoraciae, or even to
the familiar condiment that you might
enjoy with a sandwich.

The case is much the same for words
like charm and nude. Occurrences of

the word charm in article titles rose
from 25 in 1973 to 546 in 1976, then
dropped to 501 in 1979 and to 373 in
1980. Nude occurred 178 times in 1973,
845 times in 1976, 353 in 1979, and 258
in 1980. The precise ways in which these
words were being used, however, is not
necessarily clear in all cases. Charm, for
instance, was probably being used to
refer to a certain property of subatomic
particles. But conceivably, it could have
concerned enchantments or lucky amu-
lets. Similarly, nude was most likely be-
ing used in reference to the nude
mouse, a hairless mutant that has be-
come popular in cancer and immunol-
ogy research. But obviously, nude might
also have been used in talking about sun
worshipers, or about the titles of paint-
ings or photographs.

IncidentaUy, the word nude aflows
me to point out another interesting
facet of the UWD. If you check the
table, you will note that below nude, the
hyphenated terms nude-mouse and
nude-mice are listed. Whenever a term
in the UWD begins to be paired fre-
quently and consistently with another
term, our editors program the comput-
ers to record a frequency count not only
for those words when they occur sepa-
rately, but also when they occur to-
gether as a pair. In this case, nude was
being paired often enough with mouse
and mice to warrant just this kind of ac-
tion. The UWD continued to record oc-
currences of nude and mouse and mice,
of course, when those words occurred
separately or in combination with other
words. But when they occurred togeth-
er with one another, the count was re-
corded under the “word pair, ” nude-
mouse, or under the word pair, nude-
mice.

Obviously, this sort of treatment can
have an effect on the total frequency
count of a word. The totals under the
years 1979 and 1980 for nude show all
the occurrences of nude in article titles
for those years—except when it ap-
peared together with mouse or mice,
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Those occurrences are recorded under
the special entries nude-mouse and
nude-mice, To determine the true total
of the number of times nude appeared
in article titles for those two years, you
would have to add the totals for alf the
word pairs the word appeared in to the
totafs for the word itself.

An especially dramatic example of
what can happen when the way a word
is keyed into the UWD is changed is
that of subpopulations. This word in
1973 and 1976 was entered without a hy-
phen. But between 1976 and 1979, the
spelling was changed to sub-populations
in order to reflect changes in the way
the word was being used by scholars,
and to make it easier to conduct a
search for the word. The counts for the
old spelling of the word—which was re-
tained in the UWD-dropped to zero
for both 1979 and 1980, while the counts
for the new spelling were 263 and 292,
respectively.

So far I have talked about words that
present obvious ambiguities for some-
one casually thumbing through a UWD
printout. Some words in the UWD,
however, are intriguing precisely
because they are not ambiguous—or at
least they don’t seem to be at first
glance. For instance, there aren’t too
many choices of connotation for a word
lie fathead, which occurred 73 times in
1973, 92 times in 1976, 75 times in 1979,
and 71 times in 1980. That’s a lot of ap-
pearances in prestigious scholarly jour-
nals for a word whose primary meaning
is insulting. Are scientists taking pot-
shots at one another in the titles of their
articles? An examination of a number of
the article titles in which fathead ap
peared, however, quickly dispels any
such notion: in the majority of cases, it
was being used to refer to the fathead
minnow.

Similarly, Armageddon may seem an
odd subject for a scholarly article. But a
quick search of the literature reveals
that it wasn’t appearing in the titles of

scholarly articles at all. Instead, it was
being used in the headlines of letters to
the editors of various journals. The om-
nivorous UWD makes no distinction be-
tween these titles and the titles of ar-
ticles. And since 1S1 expanded its non-
joumal coverage to include books and
book reviews (whose titles are generally
more fanciful than the titles of scholarly
articles), as well as journals in the arts
and humanities, there are plenty of arti-
cle titles in the UWD that aren’t exactly
“scientific. ”

The word aganglionosi.s allows me to
point out something else about the
UWD. Aganglionosis, according to the
table, occurred only twice in 1973, three
times in both 1976 and 1979, and seven
times in 1980. These figures may not be
entirely accurate, however. At the end
of each calendar year, words which oc-
cur less than three times are automati-
cally purged from the UWD, so that
counts as low as those for aganglionosis
are unreliable. This afso means that
words such as endorphin, enkephalin,
and neuropeptide, which alf registered
zero occurrences in at least one column,
may actually have appeared once or
twice during that year, but failed to at-
tain the miniium threshold level, and
so went unrecorded. Thus, without ac-
tually consulting the Permuterm@ Sub-
iect Index, we can’t rely on the UWD to
be precise about the year of a word’s
first appearance. But even if neuropep-
tide, for example, did appear a couple
of times in 1976, the table shows that its
use had increased dramatically by 1979.

Examining the list by broad subject
headings, we see that in physics, toka -
maks-a proposed design to contain
md control the fusion reaction—in-
:reased from 543 in 1973 to 1,339 in
1976. It continued its upward climb in
1979 and 1980, reaching marks of 1,527
md 1,785, respectively. Positron ahnost
ioubled between 1973 and 1976, rising
‘rem 361 to 634, and ahnost doubled
mce again between 1976 and 1979, as it
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ballooned upward to 1,051, Its rate of
growth slowed by 1980, however, as it
attained a mark of only 1,124.

In medicine, occurrences of amnio-
centesis, a surgical procedure for the
detection of chromosomal abnormalit-
ies in fetuses, rose from 85 in 1973 to
117 in 1976. Its frequency more than
doubled by 1979, with a total of 288, but
dropped off to 263 in 1980. Herpes~617
recorded a steady increase, rising from
312 in 1973 to 403 in 1976, 513 in 1979,
and 623 in 1980. The totals for simplex
are erratic, however: it dropped from
155 in 1973 to 144 in 1976, jumped to
231 in 1979, then fell again in 1980 to
218. Meanwhile, the word pair herpes-
simplex occurred 142 times in 1973, 301
times in 1976, 354 times in 1979, and 395
times in 1980. Leprosy, IS which oc-
curred 340 times in 1973, rose to 510 in
1976, and then leaped to 1,535 in 1979,
though it dropped to 1,017 in 1980.

In immunology and biochemistry, so-
mutostalin, the name of a chemical that
inhibits the release of growth hormone,
appeared in article titles only 38 times in
1973; by 1976, that number had inflated
to 1,145 and continued to grow (though
not so precipitously) in 1979 and 1980,
when it attained marks of 1,631 and
2,087, respectively. Dopamine af.so
registered impressive gains, though of a
steadier variety: in 1973 it occurred
1,503 times, rising to 3,274 in 1976,
4,871 in 1979, and 5,178 in 1980.
Plasmid rose from 381 occurrences in
1973 to 1,150 in 1976, 2,936 in 1979, and
3,286 in 1980.

Looking through some of the drugs
on the list, it is interesting to note that
laetn”le rose from one occurrence in
1973 to 34 in 1976 and 80 in 1979, then
fell to 51 in 1980. Cocaine occurred 293
times in 1973, 419 times in 1976, 438
times in 1979, and 335 times in 1980. In-
terferon reached marks of 1,187 in 1973,
1,300 in 1976, 2,163 in 1979, and 2,661
in 1980. Cim etidine, a new drug used in
the treatment of ulcers, which I dis-

cussed in a previous essay, 19 climbed
from no occurrences in 1973 to 51 in
1976, 343 in 1979, and 373 in 1980;
meanwhile, Tagamet, a brand name
under which cimetidine is marketed,
registered frequency totals of zero in
1973 and 1976 and one in both 1979 and
1980.

In genetics, cfone rose from 1,222 in
1973 to 1,701 in 1976, then more than
doubled in frequency by 1979, register-
ing a total of 4,056. By 1980, the figure
had risen to 5,825. DNA went from
12,224 in 1973 to 11,349 in 1976, 14,517
in 1979, and 15,713 in 1980. Meanwhile,
RNA totaled 6,165 for 1973, 5,858 for
1976, 5,579 for 1979, and 5,409 for 1980.

Among words that seem relevant
mainly to the social sciences, the fre-
quency of anarchy increased from 44
occurrences in 1973 to 96 in 1976, 152 in
1979, and 168 in 1980. Divorce in-
creased from 165 in 1973 to 254 in 1976,
dropped in 1979 to 238, then rose again
in 1980 to 401. Self-help increased from
46 to 173 between 1973 and 1976, slid to
120 in 1979, then increased once again
in 1980 to 186. Sex-role increased from
81 to 288 between 1973 and 1976, con-
tinued the upward trend to 639 in 1979,
only to slip to 569 in 1980. Woman rose
steadily throughout the study period,
from 4,024 in 1973 to 8,130 in 1976,
9,427 in 1979, and 10,602 in 1980.
Feminism increased from 62 occur-
rences in 1973 to 231 in 1976 and 421 in
1979, but hit only 420 in 1980.

Although changes in the number of
times a word is used can give an indica-
tion of changes in scientific activity,
more often than not, citation analy-
sis—as I have repeated ad infini-
tum—may prove an even better indica-
tor. We are currently performing exper-
iments on the use of c~occurrence of
words for just this purpose. Scholars
have long studied the evolution of
words and language as a window on the
development of culture and society. In
the same way, scientific etymology can
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help us gain a better insight into the
development of science. A dictionary of
new scientific words, assembled with
the help of the UWD, might prove an
invaluable tool for researchers as well as
publishers, librarians, students, and
]aypeople. Such a dictionary might be
updated monthly to keep up with the
changing vocabulary of science. All of
thii activity at 1S1 is coordinated by Jim

Shea and others who are working on the
forthcoming 1S1 Atlas of Science, de-
scribed in last week’s essay.m

● ☛☛☛☛

My thanks to Stephen A. Bonaduce
and Edward M. Sweeney for their help
in the prepamtion of this essay.
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